Conference Mobile Application Guide 2023
What can application offer in general:

- Clear **modern design** with simple intuitive control
- Detailed **professional agenda** divided into individual days, auditoriums and lecture sections
- **Clear graphical agenda** overview
- **Personal agenda** with notifications of upcoming lectures
- Overview of posters with the possibility of division into topics
- **Simple rating** of specific lectures and posters
- Interactive **answer sheets and surveys**
- Putting **questions to speakers and voting**
- **Easy communication** with the organizers/participants and access to news and notifications
Description of each function

Main menu

- 12 main buttons in the lower part
  - Access to selected modules of the application
Description of each function

Scientific Programme - Particular lecture

- Detailed information about the selected lecture
  - Full name and time of event
  - Date and venue (name of the auditorium)
  - Name of the section in which it is included with a detailed view option
  - List of speakers and authors with a detailed view option

- Two function button
  - Add the lecture to the personal agenda
  - Rate this lecture
Description of each function

Scientific Programme - List of Sessions

- Choose the day you want to know about
- See the lectures included
Description of each function

Overview of posters

- List of all posters
- Search also by the names of authors
- Clear view of all details of the poster
  - Full name
  - Inclusion in the topic with a detailed view option
  - List of authors with the possibility to open a detail
Description of each function

List of Active participants

List of active participants of the event
- Speakers
- Authors of the lectures and posters
- Chairperson

Quick search option

Detailed information about each participant
- Name, position, institution, country, ...
- List of the participant's lectures and posters
- List of the sections which include the chairperson
Description of each function

General Information

- To find information such as “Welcome to Vilnius”
- Venue
- Social programme info package
- Instructions for presenters
- Registration
Description of each function

Exhibition & Partners

- Any information important for the attendee
  - Logos and descriptions of partners with the placed links to their web presentations
Description of each function

EDTNA/ERCA Stand

- Detailed information about the organisation
- Information on membership benefits
- Why be an EDTNA/ERCA member
Description of each function

Mobile App partner

- Detailed information about the partner and a click through to the website
- Partner of EDTNA/ERCA Conference Mobile App 2023:
Description of each function

Networking

- Facilitates **communication between event participants** who do not know each other yet
- Only for participants with an activated application
Description of each function

News

- Stay in touch during the conference
- New notifications will be shown to you through the app
Description of each function

Interactive EDTNA/ERCA - Asking questions

- Possibility to define any number of question groups, e.g. by auditorium
- Possibility to **like** the questions already asked
- **Anonymous and non-anonymous** questions
- Easy management with sorting options
- Clear view of the questions already asked with the possibility to highlight what is currently being discussed
Description of each function

Survey

- In some sessions, speakers will use the questionnaire option